
Lanyard Card Case Tutorial



Materials

Snap Version
-(1) 3.5” x 6” Vinyl for front
-(1) 3.5” x 6” Vinyl for front backing
-(1) 3.5” x 3.5” Vinyl for pocket
-(1) pair of Kam snaps
-Stabilizer
-Masking Tape

Eyelet Version:
-(1) 3.5” x 4.5” Vinyl for front
-(1) 3.5” x 4.5” Vinyl for front backing
-(1) 3.5” x 3.5” Vinyl for pocket
-(1) Eyelet
-Stabilizer
-Masking Tape

Materials Key

      Stabilizer Front      Stabilizer Back        Vinyl for front    Vinyl for front backing   Vinyl for pocket



 1) Run step one of the design directly on stabilizer 
to run placement stitches Place Vinyl for front on top 
of placement stitches, making sure all stitching is 
covered by vinyl. Run step 2 of design to tack down 
front Vinyl. 

2) Run step 2 of design to tack down front Vinyl.  
Run all “design” steps, to stitch the design on the 
front of your vinyl. The number of steps will vary 
depending on the design. If you are NOT stitching 
any design on your case, then skip to step 3. 

3) Run all “design” steps, to stitch the design on the 
front of your vinyl. The number of steps will vary de-
pending on the design. If you are NOT stitching any 
design on your case, then skip to step 4. 



4) Flip the hoop over and place the vinyl for the front 
backing over the stitches on the back of the hoop. 
Make sure all stitches are covered and secure vinyl 
in place with tape. Return hoop to machine. Run the 
next step to tack down the vinyl. 

5) Run the next step to stitch the placement lines for 
the back pocket. 

6) Remove hoop from machine. Take the Vinyl for 
pocket and place the top edge of the vinyl at the 
placement lines. Secure in place with tape and 
return hoop to machine. Run the last step to secure 
pocket and finish case. 



7) Remove from hoop and trim case, about 1/4” 
from stitching.  Install Kam snaps (for snap version) 
to the top of the tap and top of the back pocket. For 
eyelet version install eyelet at the top. 

Please share your makes in our Facebook Group or 
use the hashtag
 #NosyPepperEmbroidery on 
Instagram so we can all see your makes!

Find more designs on the website: 
www.NosyPepperPatterns.com


